5,000 Throng Campus. . . Parents, Not Protestors
*

Parents’ Day Concoction
Better Seen Than Eaten

Parents’ Day Schedule

By JOHN POIMIROO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Recipe: Add one guided tour of campus to a prepared mix
of Alumni Association Slide presentations, toss in a photography
exhibit, heap upon a filling luncheon, sprinkle with discussion
sessions, fraternity and sorority open houses, and a barbecue
dinner, pour a pre-game show and football game with the University of New Mexico and top with "Look Homeward Angel,"
and you have Parents Day.
This Saturday approximately 5,000 parents of new and
transfer students will be presented with all these delights, as
part of the fifth annual Parents Day,
Parents Day was initiated in 1963, when Dr. Stanley Benz,
dean of students, realized many parents felt they were "not
welcome on campus."
In order to try to eliminate this feeling and to allow the
parents to know more about San Jose, Parents Day was orgimized.
In 1963, 4,000 parents attended the first Parents Day. The
succeeding year, 5,000 attended and the attendance has remained
at this level ever since.
"Twelve thousand invitations were sent to parents of new
and transferting students," said John 13. Simmons, assistant
director of public relations.
"Because of limitation by student council, we can only send
invitations to parents of students new to the campus," he added.
Each year, different awards are given to parents who
traveled the greatest distance and those who have the highest
number of children enrolled at SJS.
"This year we will only be giving an award to those parents
who have traveled the greatest distance," Simmons said.
In 1964, five sets of parents arrived from Alaska, thus receiving the award and still holding the record for the longest
distance traveled.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21
MORNING
9:00 Registration and Campus Exhibits
10:00 Optional Programs:
Guided Tour of the Campus
Alumni Association Slide Presentation
(Concert Hall)
Photography Exhibit (Art Gallery)
11:00 Special Campus Programs
AFTERNOON
12:00 La Torre Club Luncheon (Spartan Cafeteria
1:15 Special Discussion Sessions on "Today’s
Campus" (Concert Hall) MDA 132 or ED 100
2:15 President’s Reception (Art Quad)
3:30 "Sorority Presents" and Open Houses for
fraternities and dormitories
5:30 Barbecue dinner on campus
7:30 Pre-game show (Spartan Stadium)
8:00 Football with University of New Mexico
8:15 "Look Homeward Angel" (College Theatre)
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Reagan Playing
Games Alquist
By lARC SCRIM
Spartan Daily staff Writer
State Sen. Alfred E. Alquist, DSan Jose, has accused Gov. Reagan of "playing political games"
by criticizing Pres. Robert D.
Clark’s cancellation of the 5.15UTEP football game.
The senator emphasized, however, he didn’t think the governor’s criticisms amounted to an
organized purge, as charged earlier
by the campus chapter of the American Federation of Teachers.
"I’m quite sure the governor
would like to replace some college
presidents and some faculty members with others who think more
like he does," Alquist said in a
recent interview with the Spartan
Daily. But he stressed this wish
didn’t amount to an organized
movement.
Paul Beck, of the governor’s
-

MacBeth at Flicks
(.11-;00 Welles’ brilliant adaptation of Wrilliarn Shakespeare’s masterpiece, "MacBeth." is tonight’s
Friday Flicks at 6:30 and 9:30
in JC 141.
In addition to the feature there
will be another episode of "The
Phantom Speaks" and a color cartoon. Admission to the college
community is 350,

press office, declined to comment
on the charges. "I in not going to
dignify their (the AFT and Senator Alquist) comments by replying."
Asked if he thought Reagan
was using unrest on campuses for
political advantage Sen. Alquist
replied, "Unquestionably. He used
unrest at Berkeley as campaign
material. It helped elect him to
office. He is using the present student unrest to further his purpose
of imposing tuition."
Sen. Alquist explained how the
unrest was being used by the governor, saying, "Most people like
to see the status quo maintained.
They hate to see any great change
In the everyday pattern of living.
When they are forced to confront some issue, as we’re being
forced to do today--the issue of
peace in the world or the issue
of racial equality which has the
country in fermentthey become
disturbed and react in a hostile
manner to the people who force
them to think of the problem.
"Rather than actively seek a
solution, they tend to say, ’These
young people are going to school
at our expense and all they do is
stir up trouble. Therefore they
should pay for what they are getting. Perhaps they will value their
time and spend less time demonstrating and more time behaving
as we think they should behave.’"

Marijuana Less Harmful
Than Alcohol, Says D.A.
LOS ANGELES (Al’) -A courtty prosecutor has told a state
Senate committee hearing that
marijuana may be less harmful
than drinking alcohol.
Deputy Dist. Atty. Joe Reichman said Wednesday, "There is
a fantastic relationship between alcohol and crime. The some cannot
be said for marijuana."
Reichman said he doubted re rent reports that marijuana may
be permanently debilitating but
said the permanent effects of alcohol are well known.
Reichman, speaking as a priVal4;

citizen, did not represent the views
of the district attorneys office,
Chief Deputy Dist. Atty. Lynn D.
Compton told the committee.
Later, outside the hearing room,
Reichman said he "tends to favor
legislation making penalties for the
use of marijuana no stiffer than
those for drinking alcohol."
He ialded, "More people than
over before are using marijuana
in California, despite the outrageously severe penalties In our law
and the extremely vigorous methods tined by pollee to enforce the
law."

Construction a Familiar
Backdrop of Campus Life
By GARY FAZEKAS
Parents on campus this weekend may be asking the question, "Will construction never end?"
This is probably the same question students and parents
were asking 97 years ago, while waiting for the opening of the
first building on the campus,
In 1870, San Jose State, known then as the State Normal
School, had just moved from San Francisco to San Jose. William
Lucky, the school’s principal, listed the need for a more sheltered
environment for the young ladies attending State as one of the
prime reasons for moving.
In trying to convince San Joseans that the State Normal
School was an asset to their community, Lucky appealed to
their vanity. He told them that the school would make San Jose
as "synonymous with education as Stockton is synonymous with
insanity." (Located in Stockton at that time was the California
State Insane Asylum.)
The cornerstone-laying ceremony took place Oct. 20, 1870.
In the cornerstone were placed contemporary newspapers, city
and state documents, the by-laws of the Hook and Ladder Co.,
and a ticket to the Grand Industrial Fair in Nevada City.
The new building was constructed on Washington Square,
which was a park extending from San Fernando Street to San
Carlos Street and from Fourth Street to Seventh Street.
The building, measuring 172 feet in length by 70 feet in
depth, was considered by "Hare’s 1872 Guide to San Jose" as
being "spacious enough to accommodate all the pupils of the
state for a century to come."
The building served until February, 1880, when it was destroyed by fire. The San Jaw: Daily Herald, describing the fire
in the style of the day, said, "In an incredibly short space of
time the forked tongues of the red demon had reached upward
and lapped the cupola on all sides."

YRs To File Complaints
DA I LY Against Anti -War Profs
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Photo by Mike Hoban
THE CROWD FOCUSES attention on one of several students
who voluntarily mounted a free speech platform of sorts, yesterday on Seventh Street, to voice their support or disapproval of
Professors Against the War who were simultaneously holding an
anti -war teach -in nearby.

Anti-Draft

Peaceful Picketing
At Oakland Center
OAKLAND (AP)
gnitekciplufecaeP-by anti -draft demonstrators replaced three days of sitdown tactics at the Oakland
Armed Forces Induction Center
yesterday. Seven busloads of inductees entered the center without either opposition or police escort.
The hundreds of marching pickets even halted and voluntarily
opened a lane for the inductees.
C. B. Cowan, of Oakland, a
member of the steering committee
of the West ern Mobilization
Against War, said there would be
a bigger demonstration at the Oakland center today and the demonstrators would be encouraged to
sitdovvn if they wished.
Cowan also said there werr
plans for a Saturday oriel:win

demonstration at the main gate
of the Port Chicago Naval Weapons Station,
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, demonstrators blocked the
center’s main entrance each time
busloads of inductees arrived,
prompting flying wedges of police
to drag away or escort more than
200 to paddy wagons.
As the inductees entered the
renter, one demonstrator struck a
match to his draft card and held
it aloft.
He said he was Emil Kangas,
20, of Oakland, a student at Merritt College and was due to report for induction in Portland
Ore., next Tuesday. He told the
newsmen he would not show up
and if he got another notice he
aindil limo that, too,

Local Young Republicans (YR’s)
will file complaints today against
Professors
Against
the War
(PAW) whom they feel have been
acting in violation of California’s
Education Code.
Garth Steen, YR president, announced yesterday evening that he
would file complaints "Friday
morning or as soon as possible"
against Dr. Robin Brooks, history;
Dr. Milton Anderson, psychology;
and Allen Solganick, associate professor of economics.
According to Steen. YR members attended various "Vietnam
Classrooms" on campus the past
two days. "A minimum of three
students in each class signed complaints and we plan to accompany
our complaints with lecture notes
that were taken in these classes,"
Steen added.
Steen explained that names of
PAW members whose "classrooms"
the YR’s attended were chosen
from a list of members and affiliates which was obtained upon formal request from the PAW.
During Wednesday evening’s
regular YR meeting the group, according to Steen, "adopted overwhelmingly" a resolution which
charges PAW members with violating the State Education Code.
The resolution also "demands"
that all professors who have taken
part in "Vietnam Classroom" activities during the week be ineligible for this week’s pay, and that
dismissal proceedings be brought
against PAW members if it is determined they have not been "fulfilling their obligations as proles’There was no dissent regarding
our resolution, save for minor ills-

Homecoming Queen
Voting Continues
Voting continues today for the
five Homecoming Queen finalists.
Voting is from 8:30 a.m. to 7
p.m. Booths are at Seventh St.
and San Carlos, near the cafeteria
and near the bookstore.
One of the finalists will be elected queen next Wednesday and will
reign over Homecoming festivities
from Friday, October 27 through
Saturday, November 4.
Candidates for queen are Bonnie L. Beckley, junior English major; Dorothy Blake. sophomore
Spanish major; Joan Carlson, junior interior decoration major;
Christine Cavaglia, senior speech
correction major; Maryanna Clark,
senior social science major; Valerie Dickerson, senior journalism
major; Jane Lundren, junior sociology major; Georgett Esque.
sophomore drama major; Susan
Siegrist, senior public relations maim’ and Sherry Sordello, sophomore psychology major.

agreement as to its wording," complaints lodged against Brooks,
Steen said.
Craig Harrison, assistant profesThe YR’s, according to Steen, sor of philosophy and PAW memrepresent varied opinion regarding ber commented, "Dr. Brooks was
the Vietnam war and administra- discussing the very obvious paraltion handling of the conflict.
lels between the Vietnam war and
"But," added Steen, "we stand the French Revolution.
"Anything we discuss these days
united and firm in our position regarding PAW, the resolution we can be related to the Vietnam
have drawn up, and the complaints :war," Harrison continued. "I can
we intend to file against as many hardly see how the YR’s expect
to take PAW members to task for
PAW members as possible."
PA1V spokesman Anthony D’Ab- this.
"An integral part of a liberal edbracci, assistant professor of philosophy, presented a list of "Pro- ucation involves people becoming
fessors who have indicated an in- concerned about vital issues. What
terest in the general aims of could be more vital than Vietnam
PAW" to the YR’s yesterday. He these days?"
said the list contained 175 names,
35 of which he defined as "active"
members.
The YR’s had charged that
PAW’s membership was secret.
but Dr. Robert Pepper, assistant
professor of English, explained that
"Look Homeward Angel" opens
names of professors and other par- tonight at 8:15 in the College
ties "connected with" or "sympa- Theater.
thetic to" the basic goals of PAW
Tickets may be obtained at the
have been available upon formal College Theater Box Office from
request since the group’s forma- 1-5 p.m. daily. General admission
tion.
is $1.50, students with ASB card
Dr. Hobert W. Burns, academie 75 cents.
vice president, through whose ofThe play will also be presented
fice the YR’s complaint must come. Saturday night and again next
week from Wednesday through
was not available for comment.
Regarding misuse of class time Saturday night.

’Lock Homeward’
Opens Tonight

DG’s Anchor Lifted
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Delta Gamma sorority house is drifting anchorless on the
corner of East Reed and South Eighth Streets today.
Delta Gamma sorority’s 100 plus-pound anchor was removed
from its steel-reinforced concrete base sometime Wednesday night.
and none of the 50 DG sisters know who the culprits are or how
they accomplished the theft.
"We got up this morning and it was just gone," Jan Niske explained in slight astonishment.
"I didn’t think anyone could steal that thing. It’s held down
with concrete and steel," she continued.
The anchor, a sorority symbol since 1955, was positioned next
to the DG’s front door facing East Reed Street.
The theft had to be quite a job for viihoever pulled it off. The
gold painted anchor is six feet long, and none of the sorority sisters
will estimate its weight.
They just say, "It’s heavy."
Miss Niske, a junior in the house, feels that whoever stole the
anchor took more than one night to do the job.
"They must have been chipping away on that concrete for
days. In the morning the steel reds were all sticking up out of the
concrete," she said.
Wednesday night marked the only successful anchor heist, but
it wasn’t the first time someone has tried to remove the DG symbol.
"People arc trying to steal it all the time, last year a boy
tied a drain to the anchor and his car ancl tried to pull it. out. He
ripped the rear bumper off his car." Miss Niske recalled.
The DG house got their anchor from an old ship in 1955. The
DG’s "anchor man" knew an old sailor who know of a ship about to
be scuttled, and had in anchor going to waste.
The sorority "anchor man" talked his sailor friend Into giving
him the anchor.
"I just don’t know how they could have gotten away with it.
There are several bedrooms right above the anchor, but no one
heard any noise," Miss Niskc said,
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all. owitt
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficiol
Padua
Marsilio
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Fditor

By PATS) \WIER
SJS has become
Alt, the price of
the "in" place for protests and dentonstraerage iv!’ the
lions %hut with ’t line’s
September discrimination protests.
rifle recruiter denionstrar s and now the
’Vietnam teach -ins.
Any SJS happening makes good copy.
To meet the interest t’reilled uuu SJS. Gnus
Lines has instituted hails tours through
1’,111111 Street. 1 esterday it a as a group
of senior citizens.
"Hey, watch it, Alabel, you’re stepping
on my tennies."
"Oh, cool it. Gladys, I aunt to get a
good seat. I hear the l’ITs are going to
picket. That’s where the action

-Idrertising Mgr.

KEN HECKER

Staff Editorial

In Finest Tradition
.

I’ toe brittalitt.
X %Ord that is being bandied about
Nelll’Oe.
niore and more these
in Detroit. the Hunters’ Point poor.
and ietnititi war critics protest loan’s
inhumanity to titan in public demonstrations.
week. "police brutality- has
shown it- ugly fare in Oakland. where
thousands of Stop The 1)raft Arek
it ’,others Tuesday bliwked oil elltu the Oakland Induction Center and streets adjacent to it.
I iIIg hilly clubs. boots. and tear
;!a-. Oakland police successfully loroke
Ilp the crowd. clearing the area for a
ontbittile radius. In the process. 12
persons were hospitalized and many
others revel’ ed minor injuries.
\ iii Iii)’ Of the police’s efforts (ii
-re,store peace- included not only the
demonstrators thenisekr, Intl l’epre,t’lliathes

of the lie’.’.,. !firth:, and s,e-

eral

person- who %ell’ atenipting to
aid those already injured.
an injured woman. Dr.
a physician front Mt.
Norman
%bin Hospital in San Francisco. told
a San Francisco t:Itroniele reporter.
" k imlicemati struck me in iny chest
as I tried to help her. I asked for his
badge number: be smiled and hit ine
ag.0 ill.

1)ort Brice. news director for telestalion KPIX in San Francisco,
in a letter to Oakland Police Chief
Charles Gain. complained that "in a
untidier of incidents. Oakland policemen silos all. -truck. manhandled and
tear-gassed itidis iduals representing
legitimate Ile{%,, agencies.

-These attacks were not otils unprotoked. hut it appeared to reporters im the scene that some mend e r 1)epartmetit
of the I lakland
were deliberately selecting news people as targets for this treatment. 01111 ill, 4.:4.l.111.1
II’ this is die
of (Ain,
guilty
as
’just
arl
pOliee

the ilenion-lratiw,%kiiiiiii
the pear,. failed II,
created a piddle nuisatice.For. parailosieally. the Oakland imlice hat e itic il a moral III’.’., and.
hat e plait idial Illle
in the pit a’--.
111:111., 1111111111111111) io
niore
ueOr for Which
witu---the
ti% it are demonstrating.
lierhaps the India... only were doing
their jolt. Perhaps the lirtitalit they
limbed

alld

11,1-.11-,

the

get the demonstrator.s tit
not
lint the Oakland police
merely brutal: they were intli-,rintiitately brutal. To attack eeryone in
a crowd in the hope of reaching those
persons within it who may hate titillated the latt is it completely 1:111%%iirileti011.

1-1111tell

hat e an obligation to dissent responsibly. Wiwi] they
no longer remain pearefiu I. when they
iolate the law, they are subjert ti
punishment tinder the lint.
lint. 11,, the same token. the police
tin’.. all ohlivaliou to fulfill Olen. function in a respon-ilde manner.
Surely their act bins Tue-day in Oakland hardly can be cotisidercd responsible, much lc-- "in the fine -t tradition Of t:ttlifornia lat. enforcement.F.N1.
as Got,. Reagan has claimed.
lle11111114raliOn.

The

\inericit"-- %cord and risk opening
to CottititimblI !:ina the door of conquest in Socilcast \sia.
\gainst this l’I‘i1,1111
till.re A% Ills
tt innable. who
1101 111111111 if the tt an’
belie% e that it is progress’: \ ely i-olating merica front lunch of the rest of
the svorld. who feel that greater reliance must be placed mi nationalism.
To these sar)itig all:11111f ia. many
(disci-% ers. includitig this nett -paper.
(lase added another ttltich the iircler
to stress. This is that the knierican
el fort in South N i.luiai. ’whale\ el’ its
itt
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ill,

gelier.

oil, and noble impulse to see that a
tiny. long-suffering hind be giten the
opportunity to elmose its ONkll future
without terrorism and without compulsion. whateter that future may be.
\NI. continue tt lieliete that this is
an honor:dile justification for ’,IMO. degree of \mei-jean intertention in N ietmain.
It I:-
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111011\ iitell

far

rpa:ia,,, that thi, lies’. -.

does not question the
American indict iii ’1 ci cclnli,
IlaNe

!flatly

que-lo,u
Narioll-
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Vietnam Classroom Result
’PAW Should Apologize
For Presenting One Side’
Editor:
Ii may have been the opinion of many students on campus that the Vietnam Classroom
program was designed to produce more edueated students on the topic of the Vietnam
War. The results of the program, however,
seemed to fall for from this goal, as interested students were only presented one side
cl I he IWO-Sided objective.
I am not presenting a court ease, just the
visible results. Thete is conclusive proof to
my one-sided allocations, and once again it
is icur professors, not students who should
at silogize.
The Professors Against the War (PAW)
were institutional in the promotion and suec-. nr the Vietnam Classrooms. The timing
ot the Vietnam Classrooms was made to coilieide with Stop The Draft Week.
many students, just as myself.
ty.,e mu in the auspicious position of not
being aide to support an open forum of education liceause they would inadvertently be supporting Stop The Draft Week,
I cant get over the feeling that education
has stiings attached. They are hindering a
v(ry valuable process that can, when organized properly, be the greatest single cause of
:alvancement of mankind for the future.

jilt.

filla.(1

Reed,

5111713

’Formation of Party Was
Only Part of Motivation’
E4111,11.:

This letter is in reference to the column in
today’s Daily, "Don Cox on the Act." Mr.
Cox takes the anti-war forces to task for the
puerility of their actions la point which not
altogether misfires I; however, he made a serious factual error when he criticized the antiwar movement’s "lack of political ’guts’ and
organization" for failure to organize a peace
Iiiirty for 1968.
Ile claimed that "the proposed object of
ii c Chivago meeting dl lie National Conference
on New Polities I was to consider forming a
peace party to run a Presidential candidate
next year." lie indicates that since the party
was not formed, ergo the anti -war movement
Is obviously weak. II is true that an objective
of some of the delegates to the N.C.N.P, was
tile formation of a third party, but the formait n of such a party was only part of the
anon for the Conference. The centrally
inqiiirt ant result of the Conference was the
acceptance by white radicals of their equal
position with black radicals. The third party
istie was not of primary importance.
For readers with an interest in contemporary radicalism, may I refer them to "Letter from the Palmer Housc," by Renata Adler
in The New Yorker, and "The’ Whites: A
Clown Show," a two-part series by Marvin
Garson in The Berkeley Barb. These articles
appenred in mid -September issues.

t,f

Jon j ’Maim, A11325

kit 11111,

tile eller-

actions there. that is %%Ir., ui have supported the eperimeio of a bombing
pre,-it to
pause. not to ease
for
North. bill 10 tklertukto
III peace
,11
all whether thinegotiat ions.
-Christian seionce NIonitor
of

Thrust and Parry

Stephen 11.

Statements Deepen !f’t

11111,lake.

. WOLF ... !"
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Guest Editorial
irtually et cry statement front
\\ ashitezton on the \ ietnatnese
ar
rather than bridges. the deep
w
national
Tiii- ha- hertt
particularly so this past ’.Seek. On the
one hand ’.se 111111 Seeretary of State
Dean Husk igorously defending present polic. including a vontintied
iettiatti. On the
Imitating of North
other. we learn that Secretary of 1)e lyrist. Hobert S. NIcNamitra doubts that
slid’ bombing is militarily fruitful.
Nor is it milt 1,I1 military questions
that the national rift has tsidetted. It
In- done so on the fille,41011 Of %shether the tsar. with all its military and
diplomatic ramifications. now Sent‘,
to further Nino-jean interests and protect \met-lean securitt. ’..secretary Husk
beliet e- that the tsar dile,
h
ii.utht15
111.4 111.1. II. helietes that any weakening or withdrawal %timid destroy trust

BIG RED PHONE

Sidle,

Independent Asks Others
To Gire Greeks Chance
Editor:

’Me recent complaints hurled at State’s fraternal system brought to a head FM old complaint of mine. That is, that most of the independent students on this campus have a
closed mind about the Greeks. For some reason State’s independents seem to rejoice in

anything which will give the Greeks a bad

Image.
Although I

did not go through formal rush,
I did attend several rush functions when I
arrived at State. What I saw and heard about
the Greek system was very impressive and
interesting. But I still decided to be an independent.
If you’re an independent, before you go
mouthing off about the downfalls of fraternalism, stop and think. All I ask is that you
consider why you are an independent. Then
you should have the decency to respect another man or woman’s choice. If you have
never been inside a fraternity or sorority
house, don’t knock them. And if you have and
didn’t like it, remember that’s how you felt.
Maybe your best friend would benefit by
being a Greek. So give him or her a chance
to make his or her own choice, and encourage
them to go through rush next semester.
Scott P. Smith, .40983

’Weight of Responsibility
Needed to Balance’
Editor:
Some 25 centuries ago the Chinese philosopher said this: "There are those, teacher
and student alike, who bemoan their times as
lost ,
"With long hair unkempt and bodies unwashed. they would lay down the philosophy
of their times and persuade all others with
their constant denigrations and mournful
fears. They are sick, and would inflict their
sickness on all who ignore or deride them."
In ancient Greece, the fountainhead of freedom in Western civilization, Plato observed
that freedom without the counterbalancing
weight of responsibility can end only in
disaster.
Students, faculty and the administrators of
SJS would do well to contemplate these
words and govern themselves accordingly.
M. H. Miller,
Professor, Law Enforcement
and Adminfot ration

The usual points of interest were pointed
out, the big red phone Ireputed to be a
hot line to Reagan I. the wall on which
tiling coeds held their antiAlarine chalk
talk and the no-parking zone, where the
Marines parked.
But it was lit,’ teatliohis that really interested 0% \
"11.11.1 till.. 1111.%
’1.1’1111. out here with
nature and all. Much healthier for grow’.
ing youngsters than being. cooped up it]
classes. I wonder what it is. botany?"
"No it must be some sort of prote.a.
That’s what the tour guide prontised us."
The tourists joined Ilie students in lis1gainst N1 Jr. It
tening to the
ads a ho-litim kind of dat whirl’ attracted
a litehtint kind of atittienee.

swATT m;

FLIES

The professors stressed withdrawal: silldellts St% atted flies. Professors urged negotiation: students and the malt older generation eyed the photos of Homecomingloslies.
older generatbm wondered where
the action was.
Sudilenly in the distance -a toot, a
......i and a loud eurse broke the air I two
picketvers. blinded 1u their signs had coTif ter a few moments’ delay, the enthusiastic drum and fife corps marched
dot% n the right lane.
"Oli look. Mabel, making that poor 1)oy
with the limp play the fife."
The musicale soon disbanded to form
a milling throng of picketeers. Generally. they were ignored as the professors
continued their dialogue and the flies
continued tO swarm.

Th,

HIPPIE VS. YR
One or two voice. %sere high-pitched as
a hippie and a 1 It had their own dialogue. The closest thing to a demonstration was when a campus security offiver
asked a little ole lady to stay off the
new grass.
Although it was quickly put down,
there was a brief heated exchange with
the LOL who mumbled something like,
"Hell no, we won’t pt."
The tourists returned to their bus. The
students returned to their dialogue. The
graying granny threatened to return and
burn her Medi-Care card on Seventh
Street.

Guest Room

Professor Pushes Plans
For PARANOID Group
I would really like to thank the Professors Against War (PAW) for their
forthright stand for Academic Freedom.
I must confess that, in the past, I had
some doubts about what the term really
meant and felt guilty when I slipped in
short fifteen -minute asides in my course
iui Shardmaking to discuss (logically and
rationally) such grave problems facing the
human race as fluoridation, use of syn.
thetic vitamins, and misuse of inseeticides.
Now I feel that I am totally justified
in devoting whole lectures to each of the
aluse and plan a week each on The International :onsmunist Conspiracy, The
Natural Inferiority of all Non-White
Races, and The Shameful Waste of Taxpayer’s Motley in the State College System.
ly stayed away from reI had lire’.’
ligion in the classroom because of some
apparently antiquated ideas about sep-

and the state and the
arating refill’
danger of taking unfair adtaittage of my
students, Intl when one considers the insignificance of the problem of Vietnam
compared to that of eternal damnation
In Hell. I feel that I must thtote al least
a month to this problem and its only
solution. I must do this in class because
my students never show tip 111 St. James
park when I talk about such things.
I urge all professors who feel as I do
Its join all organization more inelitsist
than PAW, The l’rtitessors Against Restriction And Needling Of Intenselv Dedlest k olmiteer to
icated Souls. I will
serve as chairman and spokesman for the
group since I feel I was born for Pet
this purpose in Bethlehem. Bavaria
hundred years ago.
Vann, frit/thebi by &Two

1,4 0 Mnorty
i i members show
Fads;
House
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GAS
REG. 259
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Friday. October 20, 1967

13 CHARLES BETZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The most recent attempt to
promote campus racial integration
of the Greek conclave apparently
failed since it is reported that no
members of a tacial minority attended the two-day "open house."
"Less than 20 girls showed up,"
reported Helene Spicier, Panhellenic rush chairman.
While sorority coeds termed the
event "extremely disappointing" a
minority student labeled it "too
superficial" to demand attendance.
The "open house," one of the
probatitmary provisions ordered by

lint’
Ira he
-

11aI

lie

Lee Selects Roney
For Council Post
Gerald Roney has been appointed to fill the vacant junior
representative slot on Student
Council by Vie Lee, ASB president.
The appointment was approved
by council Wednesday. The council also approved the appointment
of Chris Tanimoto as chairman of
the Personnel Selection Board.
Tanimoto fills the vacancy created by the resignation of Steve
Frank, due to "personal matters."
In other action, council gave the
Experimental College $1100 for a
conference next weekend in the
Santa Cruz mountains and for a
back-up fund for the Jabberwook
newspaper should one or two of
Its issues go in the red.

Vie a
Melt
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row p ill
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Bar Association
Condemns Riots

’Rest.
us."
It

LOS ANGELES (AP)
The
new president of the American
Bar Association Thursday called
the current anti-draft demonstrations "improper civil disobedience"
amounting to a challenge of the
constitutionality of selective service laws.
Earl F. Morris of Chicago told
a news conference that disobedience is inipropei when picketers
interfere with a person’s "right to
fight if he mint, to "

tried

slit leg.
gen-

ming
here
a

it,

l’FISAI said that the open house
Gail Knight, president of Alpha
was ill-timed and merely "a show." Chi Omega, commented, "The way
She added, however, that such ac- 11 see the situation, they (minorion should be continued to bene- , ity students) merely wanted the
fit the "new" girls who will be opportunity to be welcomed, not
necessarily to pledge." She also
coming to SJS.
"We obviously matte it known tuestioned the lack of value to
or maybe they just didn’t ).)are," he individual git Is who particiThe apparent failure could not commented Maxine Broner, presi- pated in the open house.
of Alpha Phi.
be attributed to any one factor.
One member of Student InitiaPublicity,
apathy,
and
timitn:
km to the event, Panhellenic live, the Mexican -American sill seemed to be most frequently
-i)lent Julie Clerou had invited
:dent organization, felt that this
n.s of 11 a rry Edwards’
mentioned by minority and sororevent "was totally outside" her inity representatives,
I eaflets were distributed
!,)_. students to partivi-1 terests. However, another member
,loAnn Henry. member of the
stated that she would like to have
United Black Students for A
President Robert D. Clark for alleged
racial
discrimination
in
Greek practices, was held Wednesday and Thursday nights.
The good will effort, informally
designed to alt tart all interested
girls, would invite minority participation, it was hoped.

IS up. . Is UP

UP IS
EXPLOSIVE GROWTH in the field
of PLASTICS development and
manufacture requires energetic.
keen ENGINEERS, CHEMISTS and
TECHNICAL M.B.A.’s who are
seeking the STIMULATION and
OPPORTUNITY of a rapidly ex.
panding San Francisco trm. Posi.
tions available are in the area,
of Production Engineering. Line
Supervision, Prcduct and Process
Development, Machining Design
and Technical Marketing.
Explore these opportunities
during campus interviews.
OCTOBER 23

, gone had it not been "so poorly
timed."
The SJS Interfraternity Council. 1FC, announced last week that
their "open house" would be held
Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. for all
interested students.
Sororities will continue to have
"informal rush" functions.

SHIRTS $ .31
DRESSES $1.25

Special cleaning pr.co with this ad
Sewing Also

Bokmas
Flower Shop
Flowers,
Corsages,
and

Guaranteed
major Oil

Bouquets

Co. gas

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th 8. Julian

<

College Cleaners
293-6501
484 E. San Caries

REED’S
SPORT
SHOP

for special
occasions or
"just because."

PRE-SEASON

SKI SALE

ENDS OCT. 25

SALES IN MILLIONS 01$

reg.
$2495

NORTHLAND SKIS WITH BINDINGS AND POLES
FAMOUS BRAND STRETCH PANTS

SKI BOOTS

$29.67

$54.50

$17.67

$17.67

$ 6.00

$18.00

$24.62 ...

545.00

UP TO 507 OFF

SWEATERS, PARKAS, AND TURTLENECKS

RENTAL EQUIPMENT SALE
5 and up

WOODEN SKIS AND BINDINGS
5/

C

59

60.

I

AYCH E 1\4
ORPORATION

300 CONSTITUTION DRIVE’.
MENLO

,

HEAD SKIS AND BINDINGS (STANDARDS)

$50 and up

SKI POLES

98e and up

BOOTS

$ 5 and up

SKI PANTS

98c and up

’F

HEAc,
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

292.0462

I0th & Santa Clara

3185 ALUM ROCK AVE. 258-5305
OPEN TILL 9 P.M.
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ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

I two

ii cot" ell

5 Min. Wash 25c
4 Min. Wax 50c
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Eliminates Guesswork
flies

2 LOCATIONS
from

732 S. 1st St.
(Bet. Virginia & Margaret)
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804 Lincoln Ave.
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Macy*s

TRY US FOR YOUR

the

COMPACT, BOAT OR
HONDA

lown,
with
like,
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Macy’s cordially invites you to visit their
various departments where you can find
nearly every item for all occasions. Karen
and Jo Ann chose their formals from a wide
selection of gowns and separates at Macy’s
Formal Gown Salon, second floor. You too,
can find that special dress you have been
looking for, and the matching accessories,
all in one store. To look your best, pledge
Macy’s.

I.

itroao

Wow dojou
know )
a diamond "(

the
f my
e
imam
ation
least
only
l’a 11Se

do
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Finding out about the
precious diamond you wish to
purchase is as simple as
1-2-3. And you don’t even
need your own loupe to do it!
Choose a jeweler you
can trust -one recommended
by an organization such
as the American Gem
Society -and then rely on
his high standards of ethics
and trained gemological
background to carefully and
truthfully advise you.
You will find such attention
in our store. Do come in
soon and let us
show you our fine diamonds.

Macy*s
VALLEY FAIR

MORTO
r) GE OLOGISTS
intmicnonnanutalt

625 Town &
San Jose

Country Village

Karen LundeJunior
Delta Gamma

741 1758

Jo Ann SobeySenior
Kappa Alpha Theta
41.11111M

ranemill1=M1

quest

Open Monday through Friday
9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

9a4hion Sox Campie Chop
SPECIAL

19117

Friday October .20.
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Oriental ’Flavor’

Band To ’Rock’ Before Game
ot

Tailored Blouses 100% Nlyon
Orig. $12.95 Now $3.95
Skirts from $2.95
Dresses from $5.95
Mar Eld custom fitted bras
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college and high school
pins, USO and military
civic and art programs
a 1,1 has won many "battle of
the bands- contests.
The four boys and one girl in
the group are all from San Jose,
:aid plan to stay together as a
1’1,q111

Let SILVA Care For Your Car

ANNOUNCING

!4111a

{CV I..

eviit.ril
14

fill all

111411,

Delco

I’leasurizer tilinek Ah.orher941-ilal. free trial

FEDERAL CAREER DAY

I Athe
Tutue-I p

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
LIBRARY rtno

\ ft.:mm.1a

4:00 P.M.

t.plt

Check on Your Career
Opportunities
laredeF.’l iF’
Government

78 S. 4411 St.

A- 1111

ltrake

SILVA SERVICE

ork

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park it for You. Low Rates.

BARTELS and BLAINE

tst,

At Concert Tonight
Great

western composer,

ill.

eluding Rossini, Liszt and Gershwin will be pt.rformed with an
Oriental flavor at tonight’s performance of the Keit) University

STAN
KENTON

The concert, part of the "Invitation to the Arts" series sponsored by the College Union Pro-

.110%

i1111011111ii

’Ft

To Accent Music

is., s’

Mandolin Orchestra from Japan.

Open Monday through Saturday
between 6th and 7th
261 E. William St.

OCTOBER 24, 4:00 A.M.

Foothill and De Anon Colleqes
Fine Arts Series

AstiN RGIT BEER
SAN JOSE’S NEWT DRIVE-IN

NOW OPEN

gram Board, begins at 8:15 in

mid his band

Morris Dailey Auditorium. Faculty members or students may
obtain free tickets in the Student

Affairs

Business

Office

SUNDAY, OCT. 22
FOOTHILL COLLEGE GYM

of
"Primadonna
Acclaimed
Japan" Yukiko Osaki will be soloist. The soprano, a graduate
of the Tokyo University of Arts,
will perform Gershwin’s "Summertime" and "Shiba no Orido"
(Japanese Cradle Song) and
other compositions.
Roiti.i’s "Barber of Seville,"
Lizst’s "Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 2" and Japanese selections
are included in the orchestra’s
program for the evening.
Conducted by Professor Tadashi Hattori, the orchestra of
mandolins. guitars, double-bass,
flutes, clarinets, and petwussion
has a repertoir of every I ii’ of
music
It is now on its third concert
tour of the Pacific Coast states,
and has been one of Japan’s
leading musical groups for more
than 50 years.
Actor Fredd Wayne and his
one-man show, "Benjamin Franklin, Citizen," will appear next
in the "Invitation to the Arts"
series on November 1,

Pianist’s Recital
Tonight at 8 p.m.
John Mayhew, freshman music
major, will perform piano compositions by Brahms, Schumann
and Beethoven in a free recital
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Tri-C
Building of First Baptist Church,
196 E. San Antonio St.
--------

p.m.

8:15

upon presentation of faculty or
student body card.

12345 El Monte good
Los Altos Hills

Tickets
$3.00 - $2.50. $2.00
Boo Office 948-4444
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1582 SOUTH FIRST

For Your Convenience:
Speedy car service

FOR YOUR PLEASURE

Air conditioned patio
Circular fireplace

RAVI SHANKAR
The World’s Greatest Sitarist on

Featuring World Famous A & W Root Beer
and the Delicious Burger Family...

WORLD PACIF:C
OFF
LIST

Our Menu Also Includes:

INDIA’S MASTER MUSICIAN

THREE RAGAS

Recorded in London. includes:
Raga Hamsadhwani, Dhun Kati,
and Raga Ramkali,

Brilliant interpretations by India’s Allister Musician: Raga Jog,
Raga Ahir Bhairav, Raga Simhendra Aladhyamam.

IMPROVISATIONS

Chili dogs

Improvisations and the theme
from Pather Panchali. Accompanied by Kanai Dutta on the
Tahla, also includes: Eire Night,
karnataki. and Raga Rageshri.

Submarine sandwiches

RAGAS & TA LAS

Fish sandwiches
French fries
Shakes

FINEST FOOn
BEST PRWFS
AND WERE MODEST

Shankar and Alla Rakha on the
labia play: Rupak Tal, Raga
Madhu-Kauns. Raga Jogiya, and
Dhun.

RAVI SHANKAR IN NEW YORK
Includes three captivating ragas:
Raga Bairaga. Nata Bhariravi.
and Raga Marwa.

INDIA’S MASTER
Shankar plays: Raga Puriya
Dhanashri. Raga Charu Keshi.
Kafi-Holi, Dhun Folk Airs.). and
Mishra Piloo, In Thumri Style.

IN CONCERT
Ravi Shankar. sitar; Kanai Dutta,
labia: and Nodu C. Al ullick tambours. play two favorite Indian
Madhuvanti and Dhun in
Atishra

SOUND OF THE SITAR
A study in sound if the sitar and
Indian music. with: Map And Jor
In Raga Malk.itins. Tala Sawari,
and Pahari Dhun,

PORTRAIT OF GENIUS

Freezes
Floats

-

Wenn

’the (ienius of Shankar plays...
this album including a great variety of Indian music: ’I ala Rasa
’,limp. Song From The Hills, (,at
Kirwani, and others.
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Root Beer in take home
containers
98 South

Third Street

San Jose
(Near San Fernando)

’How I Won the War’
To Open Film Festival
1;1

II

’1
111.

I:10

\ 1.11/ \

Nlly,

I and controversial
film will opcm the San Francisco film festival tonight. "How
vtnn
he war.- has been de.
An tin

scribed by its director, Richard
Lester, its a "stylized cometly
or a picture on four levels." It
is difficult to determine exactly
what those four levels are.
The film purportedly is based
on the memoits of a young army
office r. Lieutenant Goodbody
tMichael CnaWford I and his
eight -man platoon. Describing
their experiences during the
Second World War. However,
lacking a conventional story
line, the film at best is difficult
to follow.
Lester has succeeded in making a pacifist film, or at least
orie that will appeal particularI1, the political
left.
tester, director of the Beatles’
films and known for his highly
individual style of filmmaking,
unique
has
devised
another
technique to make his point
about war lii’s tuitiinst it. and

uses newsreel shots combined
with different hues of light to
romanticising of war. Lester
saki he was "tired of the lie
that all soldiers are blameless
civilians at heart. Lots of them
light war bl’eallSe they enjoy it."
He alsu said he wanted .to
"show war without kicks." and
this he has done etipecially in
shots which focus on the wounds
men receive during the course
of the war. The camera never
flinches, but the viewer’s stomaeh may.

the

San

productions

isisco Symphony Fount, an SJS
%litmus organization.
The Forum, newly reactivated.
is eurnintly selling the tiikets
to Wednesday night performances,

according

to Cordell

Ro-

the Forum.

land, chairman of

Information and tickets may be
obtained rantugh him at 325 S.
10th St., 294-14741.

..nse-paid trips for three nights and three
iciies area highlighted by the Festival of
.
Bowi Classic, and a trip to Disneyland.
by INAInsurance Company of North America
who brings you NCAA football every Saturday on television.
Just pick the winning team in this Saturday’s game. For tie
breakers guess the final score and how many first downs the
winner will make. Enter your predictions on the entry blank
brilow and send to the address given.
Wino:

al!

r’

days

TEXAS vs. ARKANSAS (Sat., Oct. 21)
Additional prizes: 750 handsome travel bags.
What’s our motive? We’re interested in telling you about
opportunities with INA. We’re offering these prizes in return
for the chance to mail you information. Simple as that.
Maybe tI
isn’t the usual way to go about college recruiting.
But the.:
.iren’t a usual company.
OFFICIAL RULES
c
,h . ih- Sr fscsiroile by

STAMP
OUT
HUNGER!

trios for two persons will bvi Jieer
mined by random drawings. (All
judging is being done by an independent judging Olpanization.)

e Also oredict
,,,oer of firSt downs

5. Contest is open to all rulltime
undergraduate and graduate students
of the college or university where this
newspaper is distributed except
empluyees at INA and menibers of

Snits, ricivt be postmarked by
kriday whore game, received by Friday

Try our

.

ners

$1.35

, .

per school will be
/ia,..h week in random
.rnong all correctly

’

their lamilies.
6. Winners will be notified by mail.
For complete list of winners, send
stamped, self.addressed envelope
with your entry.
7. Contest void where prohibited by
law. AS lederal, state and local regulations apply.

In the event that
..riea entries, winners
Ut:I hh.tied by random draw-

Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25

Irom

.s

among all entries received.

annners wilt be included in tinal
siveepstakes in which 25 winners of

Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

I say

545 S. 2nd St.

(write

Free

INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA

in the team you think

_vidin0"1, 11

The winning team will make

$6,000 in Prizes in Grodins Football Pool.
Get your FREE Pigskin Parlay card from any

first downs.

Grodins salesperson.
C, is, .-Jf

My address__

San Antonio Center and Valley Fair
View
San Jos.
open Monday thru Friday Nights

G-ROIDII\TB mt.

.

WORSHIP THIS WEEK
CAMPUS RELIGIOUS $
GUIDE

SEX
CH WEL OF HECONCII,I1T1ON
300 S. 10th St.
-

\ orthern Califiirnia Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellow4lip Fall Conference

. SpARTAN A\ TRI-C)

THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Episcopal
Open daily
8 a.m.-I0 p.m.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 22
’Tire Adam Family" (study of Romans, chap. S)
9:45 are. Seminar
5:45 p.m. Forum GJOS1 Speaker, Rich Sytsrna on
"Campus Christian Witness FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
Halloween Scavengor Hunt (Costumes)

6:45 p.m.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
A
.
Dr. Clarence R. Sends,
test-,
Berry Keiser,
....,

Staff

Worship
.m
gnMornServing
i
Evenice

College Dept. (Spartan TriCI
Morning Seminar
9.45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.

,
1

church

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Sister M. Antoinette
Mr. Sheldon Tracy

;4
440, 79 5 Fifth St

295-1771
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Hear About Bakal

Services
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at

Blocks

8:15,
From

9:30

and

11

a.m.

Campus

TONIGHT

COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 7 P.M.

Baha’i Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
232 S. 10th St. :: 2 248-5081

A. J. BROMMER, PASTOR 292-5404
R. NICHOLUS, VICAR 298-3718

choice

.1.111

i

ion

Tenth and San Carlo -

THE NEW
WINESKIN

UNITED C1I1 III:11 OF

College Student Center
10th & San Fernando

DISCIPLES OF Cil HIST

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday

I

I 111,11ssi of Hee

Missouri Synod

Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

_

I

’41111

Lutheran Church

..mift

All Welcome

the

I Ili H1111’

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

fah

s*

4 P.M.

.....o.

,...,.................

IMO

Mon., Tues., Thurs.
1 1 :40 P.M.
Fri.
5 P.M.
Sunday Mass

"What the world expects of Christians is that Christians should speak out
loud and clear . . in such a way that never a doubt, never the slightest
doubt could rise in the heart of the simplest man. That they should get
away from abstractions and confront the bloodstained face history has
Alburf Camus
taken on today.

Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

::.

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

9:30 a.m. Lutheran
5:30 p.m. Episcopal
Eucharist with
supper following

- --......

B:30& 11 a.

in

NEWMAN

SUNDAY:

For Information Call 208-1301i or 211.5t)23

I

1-4-*

;$ Daily Mass

11(.141 at Nli*simi Springs I ktiolier 20th and 22ittl
14.041.1404w Frida. October 211th

washable. Also

^ 1011

College or university_

AND

..

over with saddle shoulder. Completely machine
sleeveless. $12: matching wool hose. $2.

illi.’n’i

Name

*-440-40

go
pull-

Imported from England in eleven rich heather shades that

The heal score will be

Parking

$Atealciouse

efr

lambswool sweaters by Byford of
Britain, for back-to-campus, $16
with everything in your wardrobe. A full-fashioned V-neck

Mail to,
INA ibolOall Sweepstsfne
P. O. Boy 1901
Philadelphia, Pa. 101

Each mu,.
euniploto ruins!

arC 1Crw

to

WIN A ROSE BOWL
WEEKEND FOR TWO!

He wanted to show war "without the nostalgia that those who
have fought wars and survived
usually impart to their own
memories." The general public
mi, lit not be as receptive to his

Steak

tick,

ail- being ofiensi at from 50 to
75 per cent off by the San Fran-

Lester has said if he fell under a bus and died titmorrow.
"How I Won the War is the
picture by which I should like
to be tetnembered." Lester will
be remembered. but %OW t her
favorably or not will depend
upiin
political philosophy.

One distracting feature of the
film is the heavy British accents. In much of the film it is
difficult to understand what
each character is saying. This is
also true of John Lennon who
plays Gripweed in the film.
Gripweed’s aim in life is to be
a faithful officer’s servant .
.
and crawling batman.
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RECREATION
FACILITIES
SUNDAY STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
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aited Prel.bterida I "lurch for ilit !xati Joiie !,late Collt
Lam pun.

STUDY CENTER
LOUNGE

Phone 298-0204

Pastor: Don Emmet

ser% ken

Politics"

6

IC A.M. Seminar
PM. Student Supper (sod
All Students Welcome
A hdl Midnight Daily

Oet,hei’2" 1’ Polloists Go ter Winning Groove

ilt%11,V

I-

.1t!mierne Drug Co.
ProfeEsional Pharmacists
UM11.

PtIONT. 293.7503
SECGND AND

MIDNIGHT

double

A
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1110

for Sp.i.’rr

SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Peanut’s
nt!wich Shop
RES
Tasty
HOT
LnIch Specials
ONLY 25c
treas and snacks

OPEN 6 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
Across FROM THE ADMINISTRATION
DUiLDING ON SAN FERNANDO
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swimming Sr.

et-15%, who
Coa,11 1.C4.
season
lost1, o in .1
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Chico
Tue,ri,,.,
ii
I
State at :i an I Fir -11.,
to the Spartan paid.
Despite the loss tr
4 -IS, the team had a
Inesday." Walton reported.
didn’t suffer a tremrorlous
nental letdown."
st
Chico State won the Fa,
.nference title last year ;,,
isned third in the State W....
lo Tournament, which the
tans won.
The Spartans didn’t pia’.
Wildcats last year so W.iiron
loesn’t have too much information
on the squad. He did say, therid,
they lost seine of their key pl
,rs to graduation.
Fresno, which finished sixth in
the 13 team state birnament, will
be seeking revenge after last year’s
22-6 San Jose rout.
"Fresno plays a whole type of
uter-forward,"
offense with a
Ili past years
Walton explainer!

gaim’.
In the

!I’m

w 0
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JOHN SCHMITT
... most imptoved

When’s the Lost Time You Were in

Home of the
GOURMET HOT DOG
LONG JOHN HAMBURGER
Also Featuring
SHRIMP CHICKEN and FISH DINNERS
STEAK
And for your pleasure
CHOICE OF 3 BREAKFAST SPECIALS
55c Each

5.95’ freshmen football team will
idler their first win of the
51,0,5 this afternoon when they
tackle the Fresno State frnsh in
the central California city.
The Spartahabes hope to I, and from last Saturday’s :11-1
r ’hack at the hands of the Si
flash. Last year the S.
sh thumped the Fresno

OPEN
TUESDAY
through

1

SUNDAY
7 am.. 10:30 p.m.
Whether you’re hungry for a full course dinner or
juzt a snack, we give you great food. and prompt
service.

110 WARD’S
CRYSTAL CRE tlILRA

CCUtifTY JOE AND

illor L. front

iii ami Sant.’ tiara

effort."
He noted there are usually
standout performers in each
He’d like to see a "total effort by
everyone in one game."
Earlier in the season the Spartans had trouble getting into gear
at the lievinnim; of a game but
Walton says, "We had real fine
starts against Stanford and California. We’re trying to get the
first shot r4 the ,.rarne."
The Spartan freshmen broke a
three game losing streak Wednesday, soundly defeating West Valley, 18-6.
The frosh will try to go over
the .500 mark this weekend, hosting Wilcox High School at 5 this
afternocin and traveling to DeAnza
tomorrow at 10 a.m. The Spartan
records stand at 4.5.
"This was one of the best offensive game, all season," Walton
said, follow a the West Valley
tilt. "They, e ere good antieipa-

if Richrd rariaa
’.
CELEBRATIONS FOR
GREY CA(

by

the

Ti/N AREA

tth.nse

fast bre,
Bob Wake led the effort will,
a near perfect day in the pool.
made 10 out of 11 shots, Jim NVil
liamson and Keith Bonner
lined with two points, John It
John Spencer, Brad Tompkio
;1r:id NVilse31 with one. As 11
made 82 pct

810 Town & Country Vdlage
San Jose

FOR
FINANCIAL
PLANNING
AND
INF( IRV 1TioN
ON C klUIER
OPPORTl

ITILS
TERRY BATT

CONTACT

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

TERRY
297-2738

715 North First Street
Suite 35

SALE!
Of
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

50% OFF!
Vaughn’s complete stock of traditional dress
slacks reducvd to 3: price. Choose from new fall
arrix,tls in all wool worsted, flannels, hopsacks
and ,,them’ fine WeaVeS.

Julias is alio,
iaack GOCII.te
,I.,ther superb H
thr bulloups. In tho
Oreelia connected
.1 passes for 203 yards
ahdowns.
-1 Foglia’5 top tartzets is
Butch 1..111- 1.-ot week
I a-mriruir
Ni I
I’m. it prep
I
.1.ir crakbe I -is
ieh
:111,(1
itiiIs and one
111

Limited
Time
Only

$14.95

NOW

$ 7.46

$16.95

NOW

$ 8.46

$19.95

NOW

$ 9.96

$22.95

NOW

$11.46

$24.95

NOW

$12.46

$27.50

NOW

$13.75

$29.50

NOW

$14.75

$32.50

NOW

$16.25

Liatir

ON ALL MEpcji,
35.1, DISCOUNT

BANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

STAND
rNi’(

C114111,

Spartababes
Battle Fresno

Try Our Delicious Meals and Snacks

EAll AT ALL
. ..;LC r4S:-.1 STORES

N
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Tui.i,n aiuu I

8th and Santa Clara

flit VANGUARD
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Hi, 111110 Lombard,
gang with a TI, is
hiirk tl) back will start.
Againid FVCSIII% Walt’ in Plans to
-st with (’hill va, with Bennis Belli. rim HalH.
Hind, Han Landm,
Monsccs. Brace Prefontaine in
and Hi I. [Akins in the
Waltiai praised Hind and
!her Jack Likins for filet.
FM. chit in the California
Hind scored four goals and
ins two. Bat the Spartan
said, "we need a total a.

S,

The Dog House?

EAT SAVINGS ON
AT ALBUMS
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J01111

try to i.dI

afternor.n

1,5i.1.1

a.dor

t,aLk in a winnim
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Spartans Battle Chico, Fresno in Doubleheader

ANTPCNY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN

BEST SELECT/UN. OF

AT SATHER GATE
MEN’S SHOPS

UNIVEHS111(

main tenter for (Lii your

WREN
COMES

L’HARItY
IWSSFIWIii S
SOUTH
POE
9A7NO

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

_S)tylpfiei

C1iirley Mime White’s South
Side Baru!
STAND BACK

pus

california book Co., lid.
131 e.

aii fernando

457 c.

of fi’ZIaintc Clairc

sanearIo
"

open

NOW OPEN

glituritlaN..i until 5:30

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE’S
LUXURIOUS CC"-FEE SHOP
IN AN OLD ENGLISH PUB STYLE

Bile/err

(;/?0/ :VD BLEFER
",

JIM KWE SKIN AND

of Soup
asket of Bread
MCI of Naiad

Or- -!rel pound fresh ground
’ -n a sesame seed
chuL.
bun with Awe, : ^ Cheese,
Pickle. Lettuce, and TO1116:-7.

THE JUG BAND

A tureen of hearty soup and
a bowl of crisp salad mixed
with our awn dressing and a
loaf of French bread.

.911

I.1

I’vot My Eye On The Man...

NOW ON SALE 239
PEG 4.79
MONO

289
REG. 5.79
STEREO

98 South Third St.
San Jose, California
Near San Fernando

in

V.A. rs.I

C.

S

NJ*

"417" VANOPRESS SHIRT
One look and wham! I knew he was for me.
Lean and limber and all man in the terrific
fit of his Van Heusen "417" Vanopress
shirt. Made with the authentic button-down
collar, this shirt was permanently pressed
the day it was made and will never need
pressing again. No more laundry bills!
As for the great new Van Heusen fabrics,
colors and patterns ... they make him
the guy to keep an eye on!

SO/ /’ mid .ti I NOII 1( 11
choice of

HAM
CORNED BEEF
ROAST BEEF
REUBEN

& CHEESE
TURKEY

served with a tureen of soup
These sandwiches are a meal in themselves. Thin slices of meat
heaped high on your choice of breads or our own sour dough
French bread.

1.61)
Ire Cold COORS on Tap

SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
Build up your following with Passport 360,
the Influent, 11 hue of rtna
*, Noel, ies by Van liruseit

MARKET AT SAN CARLOS

OPEN DAILY 7 a.m.-11 p.m

’Air Show’ Set for

riddled for 380 total yards per ho Valez, set to catch Stone’s
game, with more than half of it passes.
Hendricks tanks first in the no The Spartan Stadium -ail :lam’, coming from the ground. TI syadded :t2 ’Hants poi’ ten with 38 grabs for 675 yards
featuring the talented aehis
SJS’ Danny Iloiman and
Valez is ninth with 29 for
Mexico’s Terry Stone, will
299 yards. The Lobos have an esunderway tomorrow evening at 8
Icape artist in scat back Joe Cases.
as the two teams clash in Sparites
yCasas leads the nation in kickoff
long-awaited home opener.
i(’turns with a 29.7 average for
The aerial duel between Holman
JeITS’
12 returns.
and Stone is 0 natut at, as Terry Vroom reminds SJS students that
The Spartan defense will naturis the nation’s No. 1 passer after they will be admitted to tomor- ally key on Stone’s passing and
five games, and Danny has been row’s SJS-New Mexico game at the return of defensive back Terry
known to hurl a few strikes dur- Spartan Stadium only upon pre- Hostek should help SJS’ effectivesentation of art ASH card. Stu- ness. Hostek missed last week’s
ing a game,
New Mexico coach Bill Veeks dents must enter by the east gate West Texas game with a sprained
has admitted that his team’s of- 110th street sale).
knee, but is ready for action tofense is completely built around
morrow night.
Stone 0363 of 1685 total yards
The game could possibly be the
gained have come from passingi, game while losing four of five longest game ever played at Sparbut Spartan mentor Harry Ander- contests.
lain Stadium as Stone is averaging
son has hopefully built a rushing
But the Lobo offense has also slightly less than 40 aerials per
attack that will team with 14o1 - been effective and will prove to game and Holman has thrown 31
man’s passing for a balanced of- be a severe test for the Spartan times per game. Stone has hit 91
defense. They have two talented of 198 for 1232 yards, while Danny
fense.
New :\ ii.xico’s defense has been receivers, Ace Hendricks and Emi- is 52 of 94 for 630 yards.
STIN I.

Sports Editor

ASB Cards Onl

-401)

MIXED EMOTIONSFootball coaches experience a variety of
emotions every Saturday when their grid teams go into battle
and the Spartan’s John Webb (foreground) and head coach
Harry Anderson are not exceptions. The two mentors are seen
registering their feelings during SJS’ 28-14 loss to Stanford.

SPhRT’qXDJII

21 1 1447

Holman Duels Stone
it DEN
Spartan Daily

Fria-o-th’Healthy Harriers Set
Stadium F or Cal Poly Battle
A sound hastier squad will attempt to make it two in a row
this afternoon when they meet Cal
Poly of San Luis Obispo on the
Coyote Park sourse at 4.
Following the Sacramento Invitational victory* two weeks ago,
Darold Dent and Pete Santos were
Idle for one week due to illness
and injury. Dent, the Spartans’
No. 1 harrier, was out with a
virus infection. Santos had knee
problems.
Yesterday, however, coach Ted
Banks teported both men were
ready to go for this afternoon.
Running with Dent and Santos
will be Bernie Kraus, Charlie
August. Dave Burin, Mike Bailey
and Dave Funderburk. Banks alio
plans to run the freshman squad.
Missing from action will be
Erich Russell, who has the flu.
Ralph Games is a question mark
for the meet with a sore knee,

Although Cal Poly lacks depth
according to Banks, "they have a
couple or real fine tunners in Eddie Cadena anti Dale Millette."
41111111111111111111111010111111111111111111

I Intramurals
I
held
M.1 Cht
less tie Wednesday by Allen Hall
in an independent "A" league
game.
Me anti Them just edged Da
Fuzz 6-0. and At-my ROTC toppled
Acacia 13-0.
In "B" league action Alpha Thu
Omega swamped Delta Upsilon
32-0.
The "C" games found Federates
clobbering Markham 51-0, the
Toads beating Allen Flail No 2
12-0, and Moulder N. 2 edging
the Fleas

STUDIO
1 396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

292

A’’eaprsi

6778

SIDNEY POITIEE

"TO SIR.

din

WITH LOVE"

plus
"GEORGY
DISCOUNT

GIRL"

WITH

ASB

_.LL’Iut

STEAK $ 1 99
DINNER
I nmpim

momk

lid Te. SANTA (LANA

WEEKEND SPECIAL

and

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

14141/r4

...ELIZABETH

IAYLOR 101U RTON
IN IME DURTON-ZEFFIRELLI PROCLIC,ON

*

S.:

NOW *

OF THE SHREW

Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

ANGELO’S

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. & SAT. EVE.
SCHEDULE
241-8543

AMERICA
HURRAH

Wednesday 2 P.M.
Sun., Hell. 2 & 4:30 P.M.
Sun. fhru Thurs. 7 & 930 P.M.
Fri.& Sat. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
Blvd
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tiallefs Available at Box Office at Feature Time

Monet.. Shoppeng Corder

El (ammo Real and Keel,
Santa Clara

GARDEN CITY

TBII" "UMW

elneno RISLooID 5E.AlSPOPIE.Me PReeLei

CINEMA 150

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread

I,NgX1( STEAK
RIB- EYE

...RICHARD

THETAM1NG

Imported and domestic brews
on tap

Glass of Milk with Your Steak

DELIVERY-295-3805

GOLUMf, PCTIJRC,
PHESENT5

uth emir German food

72 E. Santa Clara

p.m.

AT 4

HOFBRAU

Free Parking at 3R S. 3rd

WILLIAM

Set.,

OPENING TONIGHT

REFLECTIONS
IN A
GOLDEN
EYE

America’s Most Beautiful . . .

We Don’t
Care How
You Come
To Angelo’s

DELIVERY HOURS:
SUN. THRU THURS.-5 to 12
FRI. AND SAT.-4 to 2 a.m.
DAILY

SAN JOSE

IN THE JOHN HUSTONRAY SIARK PROWL I luN

12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c

10th

ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
MARLON
RAMO

interlude

WE DELIVER!

OPEN

CY. 3-1953
I iintitiooic. pail%
From 1210 P.Nt.

SPECIAL

CARD

tioFotifil

$2.25
$1.35

I S. Marko

Si.

comEmia

BURBANK

295-7238

13,’,COM AVE.

Fr2 S

44,13...
(W"9’!!_’9 ...nee xureetemill

San .1i1,

ahettr .Yor/etttcdicned ,ilteedde.i

STEAK
HOUSE

PerM, 5e,
’-.9K TIM gr
TILIMICOLOO RAMISAI’FION 11111111608.-IDIBIND

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK
EXCLUSIVE AREA ENGAGEMENT

UNANIMOUS
ACCLAIM’

Winner Best
of
Play -1961

THE

Ttif
PaffaITIP-N ANb
44;1417M4TIN

’

RC,YAL7SHAKESPEARE
COMPANY
Pr elieb",
PETER BROOK’S

hi4k4r
pop:Iwo,

MOTION
’PICTURE.
. VERSION

.CONIMIT.TEE TIIEJ.TER

look liotnewaPel

44’
BY Mt IOW
Of THE 4SY11141
Pf. ablatirg
Oak mf
bikaTIZIP1
Tilt Atd*II:

OF THE ORIGINAL
, BROADWAY STAGE

.
Montour., y Si See 163lhellohlfy except Mon, II:30, Fre Sal, Also IENI5, Week 9ex
,. 52 50 SPOPiFei.. SRI 37.50.14.60:Slueeentdecounl: Minoroleekome Mee, weees acmpleo

PRODUCTION

Sr Se variable de.’weettewn Pox(1111co SF S/Iei vi.,ra y BuT.011dE:04sland
r..Iii B
theleadehE agen,es
e
0,. an o. 13

CURTAIN 8:15
S.J.S. COLLEGE THEATRE

"delightful ... masse’
ously witty! The most
alert, clever and
funny material The
Committee has yet
performed!"
Eichelbaum/
Examiner

loniglal Oti
Special Student
SedtSi.1111 Per Couple

Student Tickets 75c
on sale at Box Office
Open from I p.m. to 5 p.m. 294-6414

THE ALL NEW

IMPROVISED

bfiglipf

SATIRICAL REVUE

he (flontinittet.

by PETER WEISS,.
COLOR by DeLuxe
Released thru
UNITED ARTISTS

EMOIMIIMY. 3924007 Require’ Show 900 P.M Improvised Show 11.00 P.M.
Nightly Except Mon. Sete:30,10:3e 12:30. Minor, Welcome. Student Olacounl.

,
x

and

mixed
snd

a

SIMON
AND
GARFUNKEL

1 1’41- 1" 1Imilm mil milangimabdilbel."1 1 1" 18.1 1".- ---

-

TICO S
1ACOS

COMING TO

SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM

1

FRI., NOV. 17th
TICKET PRICES:
$2.7543.7544.75
Get Your Tickets Now at

San Jose Box Office
1p.m

40 W. SAN CARLOS
OR SPARTAN MUSIC

lir OWN CE:

4th WILD
WEEK

1433 THE ALAMEDA-297-3060

,

24 HOUR SERVICE 1
elf 1

11,2,

,

HELD
OVER

MERE WORDS CANNOT DESCRIBE THE END OF
THIS FILM ... YOU’LL HAVE TO SEE IT YOURSELF
De Br:- - s Crowning Touch’

C Aftlf
CY.4 -S 544

400 S. 1st St.
ADULTS ONLY

PLEASE

66

.,,

meat
dough

t

.
added: "SWINGING LONDON"
and PINK PANTHER CARTOON

Drive-lin a-:1;;n:gJo m Service

. SE

,,..

..
Phone Orders 297-8421

BreakfastLunch
Dinner
4th and St. James

ALAN
BATES

I

CO-HIT:

HILARIOUS CO-HIT
"A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM"

7

ELKE SOMMER
"SWEET ECSTASY"

,Two Professors

Spartaguide
TODAY
Alpha Phi Omega 630 and 9:30
Frid,
ay Flis’Ics. "Mac- I
bells". starring Orson Wells.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 3:30 p.m., 1-37112.
SCTA, 5 p.m.. B-B -Q Pits behind Womeles Gym.
Muslim students Association, 12
noon. IN’2,11
meet ine.
International Students Association. 3:30 p.m.. Cafeteria. Faculty B.
Muslim Students Association.
7:30 p.m., ED210. Discussion.
Jonah’s Walt 7-12 p.m.. hith and
San Carlos. Reading, discussion,
and folksinging.
Spartan Tri-C, 8 p.m., 196 E.
San Antonio. Piano recital by
John Mayhew.
SUNDAY
Arah-AmerIcan

Chili.

12 noon,

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!

92 S. Fifth, Apt. 3. Election of
officers.
Spartan Tr -V. 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., 3rd and San Antonio.
,
Student Religion’s Liberal’s, 14
p.m , 2407 Forest Ave., San Jose.

Registration Now Available
Named Counselors for Introductory Arabic
By Pres Clark

’Who’s Who’

Two associate professors have
been appointed il.‘1 special IlkUrISPiors to minority group rushees by
Pres. Robert D. Clark.
Dr. Henry Pitchford, associate
professor of sociology and Dr.
Fauneil Rina associate professor
of political science, were named
last week by Dr. Clark.
The counselors will work with
fraternity and sorority leaders and
with minority group representatives to develop a positive program
of active recruitment of minority
group students in rushing and
pledging.

Nomination, for the ’Who’s
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" are still
being accepted by the Student Activities Office. Any campus organization may pick up the nomlnation forms in Room 174, Administration Building,

Dr. Rinn and Dr. Pitchford will
advise and assist minority group
rushees in their competitive bids.
They will also review evidence of
discriminatory rejection in rushing
and assist students in presenting
their case before appropriate review boards.

MONDAY
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., Acto es in ED447; Pledges in EDIll
Student Initiative, 7 p.m., Buildmg N.
Rs-luting Laboratory, 2:30 p.m.,
ED231. Group test and lecture for
students interested in using the
laboratory.

Registration Is now open for an tion, reading, and writing in Araintroductory Arabic language class bic. All books and instructional
which will begin Wednesday Oct. material will be furnished at a
25.
This

294 6535

third

semester

minimal class fee of $5.
For registration or information
contact Deiranieh at 269-7836 or
George Malouf at 287-6165 or attend the first class meeting at
7:30 p.m., Oct. 25 in CH208.
The Foreign Languages Department has been considering the idea
of placing ambic in the regular
curriculum for some time.

Drit1 0, Of

Friday. October 20, 1987

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ON
-live the exciting highlightS Of
the previous week’s game between
(Re
the Spartans and West Texas State,
Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

CARAVELLE"
BULOVA

has everything
you’d expect of
a fine watch...
(except a high price)

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN

40 Bassett St.

the

Arabic has been offered to SJS
students and is still in the experimental stages.
Instructor Akram Raglan Deiranieh stated, "If it proves to be
of value to the student body, it
might be given for credit soon."
The course will offer conversa-

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.rn.-3 p.m.

is

t4-Sr%ItTN 11%TiN

San Jose

from $1095
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
NOW TWICE AS

Hudson’s
Jewelers
’uuth 1.,4
29541567

BIG!

Come see our expansion!
MORE

BOOKS
MORE

GARAGE EUROPA

CARDS

850

MORE

LINCOLN

SKIFF "V-Precision jeweled,
waterproof.’ Sweep second
hand.
$10.95
PRINCESS-Precision jeweled,
classic styling, cord bracelet.
$12.95
ventn uyou.
’Mat.

it

295.9082

AVENUE

EVERYTHING

1,1,141

astir:old) nights

BOOKS INC.

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THINK KIVIVal

Town & Country Village
Open Evenings & Sunday

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

YOGA
PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosopty
or MEDITATION. Call 8
Psy,--a.m. to
in. daily 286-5487.
STED IN FLYING?
FOR. A DINNER DATE, aerial pF-t
or soeoic
Methof hay.’

it

SMART STUDENTS SAVE
it
UP TO 5500
it
ON CAR INSURANCE
it
25% discount for students
with 3.0 average during the
SPRING SEMESTER.
4r
10% discount for driver’s trainirig.
*
107 discount for compact
cars.
St
10% discount for Two ears.
For more information call

1968

one way

FIND
SCHOLARSHIPS
BY COMPUTER

FOR SALE 13)
TELEPHOTO LENS. P .
F
all 35mrn SLR s,
1
.
,A
,,H 1165 294.6019.
TYPEWRITER.
SLIDES,
PROJECTOR
ft7

1?4 b’15
T ABLE MOTOROLA STERE0.1
PORTABLE
oidit.on. $50. Call after 5:30
r.- 2,’ lit? Must sell.
10 SPEED PEUGEOT. Goo condition
tfer. Call Jackie Morgan
274
7 p.m.
DELUXE PHILLIPS MEN’S 1 speed bike.
Or 4 Kole, like new. 592
ie.. se, tor $55. Call 29’2.3441.
HELP WANTED 141

FREE

INFORMATION ANO MAPLE QUESTIONNAIRE I
Pi nue
7:7 .. ......

01141C

’IONA,

ELS..N.CTON

I Send
Plane

-Question...1
(pent)

I skims
I .........

ROOM FOR TWO

students.

’.1

I

INSURANCE MAJOR
Man or Women
Leads furnished
Draw against commission.
For appointment
Telephone 375.5060
SENIOR ADVERTISING MAJOR to
,,.S
sales work siith
& full fine positions
. P
1Rf, I 1911
HELP WANTED: MALE OR FEMALE.
Wr.,o
it Fro^. ’
t
it
r,
1,-tts Kan .

LOST 10-10. 15 LB. CALICO
t,
rnt6rn
,o’ ieoo.
Kappa Alpha Theta
175 S. 1 -

FOR SALE: 2 CONTRACTS :erne
PERSONALS (71
MADE CONTEMPORARY
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ,, CUSTOM
I e6cii^g rings. Original jewelry in cosi
.0.
.
gold & s,Ioer. Geo. Larimore 354-1273,
354.8200.
1 QUALITY HAIR PIECES and falls. All
Re6ronable prices.
; colors &
be seen. Call 298-3263.
I Samples
TO
SPARTACAMP.
ON
-TURN
SERVICES 181

(By the author sf Wally Round the Flag, Bogsr,
"teuhit Gillis," etc.)

THERE ARE NO BAD TEACHERS;
THERE ARE ONLY BAD STUDENTS
The academie year has only just begun and already
one thing is clear: you’re not ready for college.
What, then, should you do? Should you throw up your
hands and quit? I say no I say you must attack, grapple,
cope! I say America did not become the world’s leader in
motel construction and kidney transplants by runnin/
away from a fight!
To the question then: You say you’re not ready for college. You’re too green, too naive. Yon lack maturity.
Okay, the answer is simple: get mature. How? Well
sir, to achieve maturity you need two things:
al a probing mind;
bt a vest.
A probing mind will he quickly yours if you’ll remember that education consists not of answers but of questions. Blindly accepting information and dumbly
memorizing data is high school stuff. In college you don’t
just accept. You dispute, you push, you pry, you challenge. If, for instance, your physics prof says, ’4.; equals
me squared," don’t just write it down. Say to the prof,
"Why?"
This will show him two things:
a) Your mind is a keen, thrusting instrument.
b I You are in the wrong major.
Ask questions, questions, and more questions. That is
the essence of maturity, the heart and liver of education.
Nothing will more quickly convince the teachers that you
are of college calibre. And the tougher your questions,
the better. Come to class with queries that dart and flash,
that make unexpected sallies into uncharted territory.
Ask things which have never been asked before, like
"How tall was Nietzsche?" and "Did the Minotaur have
ticks? If so, were 11,-v immortal?" and "How often did
Pitt the Elder shave?"
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I Incidentally, you may never know the complete answer to Pitt II:,’ Elder’s shaving habits, but of one thing
you can be posit ire : no matter how often he shaved and
no matter what blades he used, he never enjoyed the
shaving comfort that you do. I am assuming, of course,
that you use Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, a
logical assumption to make whets one is addressing college men- which is to say men of perspicacity, discrimination, wit, taste, cognizance, and shrewdness -for
Personna is a blade to please the perspicacious, delight
the discriminating, win the witty, tickle the tasteful,
coddle the cognize’’, and shave the shrewd.
(1 bring up Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades because the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades pay me to write this column, and they are inclined to sulk if I omit to mention their product. I would
not like to see them unhappy, the makers of Personna,
for they are fine ruddy men, fond of most-is dancing and
home brewed root beer, and they make a blade that
shaves closely and cleanly. nicklessly and hacklessly, and
is sharp and gleaming and durable and available both in
double-edge style and Injector style.
(And from these same bounteous blademakers comes
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, a lather that out lathers other lathers, brother. So if you’d rather lather
better, and soak your whiskers wetter, Burma -Shave’s
your answer.)
But I digress. We have now solved the problem of
maturity. In subsequent colonists we’ll take up other issues, equally burning. Since 1953 when this column first
started running in your campus paper, we’ve tackled
such thorny questions as "Can a student of 19 find happiness with an economics professor of 90?" and "Should
capital punishment for pledges be abelishrd?" and "Are
room -mates sanitary?" Be assured that in this, our 14th
year, we will not be less bold.
it e it
1
Mnc shointun
The makers ol Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades
(double-edge or Injector) and Iliorma-Sloare (regular
or menthol) are ideaaed (or apprehensive) to bring you
another year of Ilex Shrilman’s uninhibited, unren
owed column,

